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This year we held our first Year 7 and Year 8 Christmas Card Competition. All pupils in Year 
7 and Year 8, designed a Christmas Card in their Art classes and the winner for each Year 
group were selected with their designs being turned into the School’s official Christmas 
Cards for 2019.  

Continued on Page 4
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HeadteacHer’s Welcome

‘Everything you do should be worthy,            of great merit, character and value.’

I would like to give a huge thank you to parents for supporting the school and our community 
last week, be it fundraising for our charity fundraising event in memory of Connor Emery, 
allowing your child to support colleagues within their classroom, or for kindly sharing your 

positive views of the schools with prospective parents. 

Open Evening itself was our busiest to date and we were joined by over two thousand pro-
spective pupils and parents. Without the support of our children, colleagues and, of course 
yourself, I could not imagine how we could manage an event on such a scale. It was though, 

from the feedback we have received and I hope communicated effectively what makes this school and 
community special.

As a school, we do, once again, expect to be heavily oversubscribed, although I am hopeful with a slight 
dip in the birth-rate for the 2020 intake year, we may see an increase in admissions from primary schools 
further afield, who historically have also secured places. The school community is very keen to ensure they 
can continue to attend.

Next week, we have our first House Enrichment Day of the term. Our first Peter Jones Enterprise Day and 
a fantastic opportunity for our budding entrepreneurs to show off their talents and for all of our pupils 
to learn about Business. I am, as always, excited by the fact that our Houses will once again bring togeth-
er different year groups and I know our House Captains have already created a feeling of excitement and 
community, as well as ensuring their pupils are ready to compete to win the greatest number of rewards.

We are very fortunate to have such a successful ‘dragon’ and business tycoon from the BBC programme 
Dragons Den to partner with the school and I am sure those pupils who excel on the day, will have the op-
portunity to meet Peter Jones in person in the future. 

Pupils though, as well as taking part in the House Enrichment Day will also receive funding to start their 
own business while at school, if they study Design Technology or Business – as they are provided with genu-

ine, practical, real-world experiences that will allow them to put what they have learnt in lesson into 
practice, as they learn by doing.
 

Mr J Britton
HeadteacHer
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‘Everything you do should be worthy,            of great merit, character and value.’

 

The way you talk to yourself can really impact your confidence. The effect can be good or bad depending on 
whether your self-talk is positive or negative. We’ve got a few ways you can improve your self-talk below.

 Metacognition and self-regulation strategies go hand in hand and self-talk is another self-regulatory strategy for 
your tool-kit that we believe can have a positive impact on both our self-confidence and our ability to be resilient 
learners.

What is self-talk?
Even though you might not know it, you’re already practising self-talk. Self-talk is basically your inner voice, the 
voice in your mind that says the things you don’t necessarily say out loud. We often don’t even realise that this 
running commentary is going on in the background, but our self-talk can have a big influence on how we feel about 
who we are.

The difference between positive and negative self-talk
Positive self-talk makes you feel good about yourself and the things that are going on in your life. It’s like having an 
optimistic voice in your head that always looks on the bright side.

Examples: ‘I am doing the best I can’, ‘I can totally make it through this exam’, ‘I don’t feel great right now, but 
things could be worse’

Negative self-talk makes you feel pretty awful about yourself and the things that are going on. It can turn what 
should be a positive experience into a negative very quickly.

Examples: ‘I should be doing better’, ‘Everyone thinks I’m an idiot’, ‘Everything’s rubbish’, ‘Nothing’s ever going to 
get better.’Negative self-talk tends to make people pretty miserable. But it’s not possible, or helpful, to be positive 
all the time, either. So, how can you make your self-talk work for you?

Why should I practise?
The more you work on improving your self-talk, the easier you’ll find it. It’s kind of like practising an instrument or 
going to sports training: it won’t be easy to start with, but you’ll get better with time.

It might not seem like much, but self-talk is a huge part of our self-esteem and confidence. By working on replacing 
negative self-talk with more positive self-talk, you’re more likely to feel in control of stuff that’s going on in your 
life and to achieve your goals.

3 Ways to More Positive Self-talk
Here are some ways to help change the direction of your self-talk:

1. Listen to what you’re saying to yourself.
· Notice what your inner voice is saying.
· Is your self-talk mostly positive or negative?
· Each day, make notes on what you’re thinking.

2. Challenge your self-talk.
Ask yourself things like:
· Is there actual evidence for what I’m thinking?
· What would I say if a friend were in a similar situation?
· Can I do anything to change what I’m feeling bad about?

3. Change your self-talk.
Make a list of the positive things about yourself.
Instead of saying: ‘I’ll never be able to do this’, try: ‘Is there anything I can do that will help me do this?’

Mrs S Smith
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I would like to start this week by saying a massive thank you to our Year 7 pupils who acted as 
guides during the Open Evening last Thursday.  They were a credit to the school as they directed 
prospective pupils and parents around the building. I have received a lot of positive feedback 

about the way they confidently answered questions, as well as making the younger pupils feel at 
ease.  Your contribution last week was really valued by all the staff here at Woldgate.

As we near the end of this Half Term and pupils start to become more tired, we really value your 
continued support in ensuring that pupils are organised with all the correct equipment (please see 
the full list in the Pupil Planner) and that planners are signed by parents or carers on a weekly basis.  

Pupils have been clearly reminded of these key expectations during Lower School Assemblies this week.

Finally, I am really excited to share that Lily F in Year 7 will be appearing in a BBC Natural World documentary on 
Friday 25th October. The film crew spent a year in her home filming Weasels: Feisty and Fearless with her dad 
who is a wildlife artist. The documentary explores the secrets of the misunderstood but super successful weasel 
family. Although she only has a small part in the documentary, Lily was on hand every day for a year assisting the 
film crew and learning about the filming experience. What an inredible experience Lily- I cannot wait to tune in 
next Friday!!

loWer School

Mrs  a Minton
Head of Lower scHooL

Mrs Minton Writes:
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It has been lovely to see that so many of our Upper School pupils are being rewarded for their work in 
lessons, as well as, their extra - curricular activities.  I would like to congratulate all those pupils who 
give of their time to represent the school and their local clubs.  This engagement within our school 

and the wider community is much admired.  It is always lovely to receive photographs of events so 
please send us summaries of events that your child has been involved in.

Year 11s are now less than 8 weeks before their Mock exams in December, and, 28 weeks before the 
start of their actual GCSEs!  Please look out for their first Progress Review after the half term.  On 
Thursday, Mr Hardie spoke to the Year 11s about decisions that they will be making in the coming 

weeks, about their Post 16 Options.  They were told about the subjects that were currently on offer, and were 
given the opportunity to think about the courses that they may wish to take in the Sixth Form.  To help them to 
make an informed decision, there is an Open Evening on the 14th of November, which you are invited to attend 
with your child.  This will be followed up with a series of events in school, to further support your child to make the 
right choices, for them.  They also got a sneak preview of the Expedition plans for 2021!

Please let us know if you are able to attend the Study Support Evening for Year 11s next Thursday at 6:30pm.   It is 
great to see that so many pupils have now signed in and completed some work on GCSE Pod.  Please continue to 
encourage your child with this.  To further aid with their exam preparations, Year 10s and Year 11s have been given 
revision guide letters; please complete so that we can get the orders in as soon as possible. 

Once again, we were very proud of the way that the Year 9s conducted themselves in their assessments.  Please 
let us know if there is anything that we can do to continue to support your child through Upper School.

 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]
 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]
 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]

Breaking News: New Stationery Shop in A Block

We are delighted to announce that we are now offering a stationery shop for students and pupils. 
This venture is being run by the Year 12 Business students as part of their Enterprising A Level 
Business course.

The shop is open daily at break time and lunchtime and is situated opposite the caretakers office 
on A Block corridor.

Mrs i atkinson
Head of Upper scHooL

Upper School Mrs Atkinson Writes:
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Thank You

I would like to thank all the staff, pupils and local businesses that supported our School 
Raffle on our Opening Evening on the 10th October 2019. It was a great event and created a 
real buzz across the school.

I am delighted to announce that we were able to raise money  for the charities of Connor 
Emery and the Yorkshire Air Ambulance.

A huge THANK YOU to the following businesses, students and staff who donated to the raffle.

Peter Jones Enterprise Academy
Helicopter Cake baked by Netty’s Cakes
The KP Golf Club
Flamingo Land
Yorvik Viking Centre
Betty’s Tearoom
WH Smith’s
Langlands Garden Centre
Swirls of Pocklington
Sainsbury’s
Nestle
Leeds Playhouse
Pocklington Gliding Club
Allerthorpe Golf Club
Francis Scaife
Pizza Express
High Adventures
Pocklington Arts Centre
Pocklington Framing Services
Year 12 Business Students of Woldgate School and Sixth Form College
Year 13 Business Students of Woldgate School and Sixth Form College
Senior Leadership Team of Woldgate School and Sixth Form College

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College truly value the concept of community and we were shown 
such kindness and generosity by so many people and now we can hopefully help to spread that 
compassion to others in need in our local area.

Many, many thanks
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“Work harder.” “Try again.”
Both phrases we have probably heard time and time again. Maybe they were said to you last week, last les-
son, or for some, what feels like constantly. Some may feel like these phrases are boring, however, what if we 
knew that there were some scientific facts behind these words, that actually our brains can grow and that we 
can become smarter.

Our brains are capable of incredible things, however, sometimes we can feel pretty rubbish about our brains. 
We doubt ourselves and it easy to think we are not intelligent enough. Stop doing that!

Intelligence is not fixed, we are not born with a certain level of intelligence in one area, ultimately it is not 
permanent. Your brain can improve and it can grow. Our brains have over 100 billion neurones (brain cells.) 
They are the cells that make you think. Neurons work together to make things happen. Our brain behaves 
like a muscle, if you are serious about lifting weights and are dedicated, over time your muscles will grow. 
This however does not happen without doing anything, it takes struggle, repeated failures and commitment. 
When you struggle the neurones in your brain struggle, and that is important, because when they struggle 
they lean on each other. They make connections to form a densely connected network inside your brain, 
allowing little jolts of electricity to pass down them more and more efficiently. That is thinking faster. That 
is your brain getting smarter. So next time you think you cannot do something, be kinder to yourself, it will 
take effort but you can become better, you can change your ability to do something, you just cannot do it 
YET!

After neuroscientists found out that the brain is flexible, a new trend in education emerged called Growth 
Mindset. Growth mindset was derived by Carol Dweck, a professor of psychology. It relates to believing that 
intelligence is fluid. Believing that if we surround ourselves with people that challenge us to grow and make 
us look frankly at our mistakes and people who help us to consider what we do about them, then we can 
make progress.

A pupil with a growth mindset believes that intelligence can be developed. These pupils see effort as the 
key to success. They believe that ability can change as a result of effort, perseverance and practise. They are 
more interested in learning, more eager to take on challenges and are more academically successful.

Having a growth mindset means we can improve our abilities, if we work hard and change the way we look 
at challenges and mistakes. Growth mindset is not only about getting higher scores on tests and building 
better learning habits. Having a growth mindset can give you the confidence you need to progress in other 
activities that the brain is involved with like sports, the arts or social interactions.

To help our pupils at Woldgate develop their growth mindset and a love of lifelong learning, we have re-
designed the Attitude for Learning criteria. This academic year we will be taking our pupils on a journey, 
through a process to help them develop a set of skills that they can take into the world of work and ultimate-
ly help them make more progress. Each half term we will focus on a skill for life and encourage our pupils 
to consider strategies that will help them on their journeys into achieving whatever it is that they want to 
achieve. 

The skills for life are: time management and organisation, resilience, communication , teamwork, problem 
solving and creativity.

As a school we feel it is important to teach our pupils and show them the expectations throughout this 
academic year, rather then just assess them straight away. Every half term there will be a different focus and 
pupils will be assessed on the skill for life in the last week of every half term. Success on this skill will be re-
ported home, so that we as a community can support our pupils in their learning. Teaching our pupils that it 
is ok to have some areas of development is important, it is what we do to improve that is vital. To truly make 
a difference we need to equip them with skills and strategies to help them develop a growth mindset.
In assembly last week, we went through the new AFL framework and the feedback from pupils has been 
really positive and they have told me that the new grading system is more useful as it is linked to a type of 
mindset.

1) Proactive mindset – pupils take action without being asked, they are in control and cause positive change 
to happen.
2) Active Mindset – pupils who are engaging and working hard. They are being productive.
3) Reactive Mindset – pupils who behave in response to what happens to them.
4) Reluctant Mindset – pupils who are unwilling to do something and are hesitant before doing it, or they do 
slowly without enthusiasm.

Ultimately it is about helping our pupils be the best version of themselves they can be and helping them 
accept that “your attitude determines your direction.”

Mrs Fox-Nicholls

Attitude For Learning
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This week it is with pleasure that I introduce the Geography department. Led by Mr Webster, the 
department offers an exciting and challenging journey across land and people at Lower School, 
Upper School, and Sixth Form. The subject takes in diverse environments, places, and spaces of 
Earth’s surface and their interactions, seeking to answer the questions of why things are as they 
are, where they are.

I am delighted to lead the Geography department: Mr Martin and Ms Rowland and I are passionate 
about our subject and take pleasure in exploring it with young people.

Our curriculum is exciting and varied, beginning with the fundamentals of Geography: human 
geography (the study of people and society in differing places), physical geography (the study 
of the structure and formation of the landscape around us) and environmental geography (the 
study of the impact of society on the environment). We are delighted to teach a subject with 
such relevance and interest to the modern world – whether it be studying climate change, causes 
of deprivation and crime, or simply celebrating the changing and complex beauty of the world’s 

ecosystems.

Beginning with units at Lower School such as Dangerous Places, Impossible Places, and Wild Weather, the 
department aims to create excitement about the world around us while introducing complex concepts and 
encouraging pupils to express themselves in increasingly sophisticated technical language. At GCSE and A 
Level, pupils move on to develop these topics further, looking at ahead to UK Futures and Urban Development 
as well as going out to take part in field work at the wonderful Yorkshire coast.

You can support your child in Geography by encouraging them to read widely around the subject, to watch 
documentaries and other factual programmes to broaden their knowledge, and if they are taking the subject 
at GCSE, remind them that if they need help with their studies they are always welcome at the Geography 
catch-up sessions during Wednesday lunchtimes in J12.

High Achievers in Geography

Lower School - Laura Found and Freddie Blight for sustained and exceptional 
progress between progress reviews.

Upper School – to James Cousins and Luke Watson in for showing exceptional 
progress in the Year 10 mock exam.

Sixth Form – to Gen Fisher and Thomas Wootton for exceptional progress in their 
final GCSE examinations.

Why not try... 

Tuesday, J12 – Geography Ambassadors 

Wednesday, J12 – Geography Support for Years 10 and 11

Ask your child about... BST. 

In Years 7-11 pupils use the acronym BST to 
develop more detailed evaluation of geographical 
phenomenon.

Hello My name is Amy W and I am a 
geography ambassador. I am currently 
in Year 10 and I became a geography 
ambassador because I love geography 
and organising and tidying to help the 
teachers!

Spotlight on Geography

Mr J weBster
Head of GeoGrapHy

Mr G davies
Head of cUrricULUM 

and acHieveMent
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Spotlight on Geography

Year 7 and 8 Christmas Card Competition continued

I am delighted to announce that Alice Parkinson was our overall 
winner for Year 7 and Ben Thirwell was our overall winner for Year 
8. We did however have a third winner this year, Rose Whelan, 
who designed a lovely Christmas style version of the school 
badge, so we decided to put Rose’s badge on the back of both 
Christmas Cards.

The cards are available to be purchased in packs of 6, (with 3 
designs of each of the winning cards), in the school reception area 
for £2.99. They will also be available to purchase at many of our 
evening events in the run up to Christmas. Proceeds from the sale 
of the cards will be given to the Art department, so that they can 
buy more equipment and materials to further enhance the learn-
ing experience of all our art students.

Many thanks to Mrs Draper and Miss Burrows for organising this 
event and if the cards prove popular, we are hoping to make this 
an annual tradition.

Please be reminded that during the morning of Thursday 24th October 2019, the Humber NHS Foundation 
Trust nursing team will be in school to Immunise Year 9 pupils.    The children whose parents have returned 
a consent form will be given a specific time to attend during the school day, and will return to lessons 
immediately after the vaccination.   Please be reassured that if you have not consented, your child will not 
be vaccinated. Pupils should wear short-sleeved, or loose-sleeved, school shirts to enable the process to 
be conducted swiftly.   Many thanks for your attention with this matter. If you have any questions please 
contact immunisationteamleaders@nhs.net.

Notice Board
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Our bodies and minds are very closely linked, so things that we do to improve our 

physical wellbeing can help our mental wellbeing as well. 

As parents and carers, we can play a very important role in our child’s health. 

Teaching your child to be ‘Share Aware’

It can be hard to keep track of what your child is doing on social networks, apps and games. Or know 
how to keep them safe. Because, just like in real life, kids need your help to stay safe online.

Talk about their online world

We talk to children about crossing the road, not speaking to strangers and staying safe in the world. 
But what about staying safe in the digital world?

Having regular conversations about what your child is doing online - just like you would their day at 
school - is the best way to keep them safe.

You'll be able to spot any problems, encourage them to come to you if they’re worried and make 
sure they know what’s ok to share online - and what’s not.

3 tips to help start the conversation

1. Explore sites and apps together and talk about any concerns.
2. Ask your child if they know how to stay safe online.
3. Talk about personal information and what to share online.

Create a family agreement

Creating a family agreement is a great way to start talking about online safety.

It'll help your child understand what behaviour is appropriate when they're online. And they'll know 
who they can turn to if they are ever worried about anything they see or do.

Explore popular social networks, apps and games

Children and young people use social networks to:

· share photos or videos
· chat with people via messages, voice calls or video
· film and broadcast videos via live-streaming
· play games

You've probably heard of Facebook, YouTube and Snapchat - the most popular networks used by 
11-16 year olds. But what about Tik Tok, Omegle, Steam and Viber? Take the time to find out about 
social networks used by your child, and ensure you and they understand how to be safe whilst using 
them.

To learn more about children's favourite social networks, their suggested ages and how to use 
privacy settings, visit Net Aware at . https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/keeping-children-
safe/share-aware/
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Next week is our Sixth Form charity week and our Senior Prefect team have been working 
incredibly hard to make sure the week is full of activities that will help raise money for some 
fantastic causes. The charities our Senior Prefect team have selected this year are very close 

to hearts as they have chosen organisations in memory of a student and teacher who are no longer 
with us. They will be splitting proceeds between Stamford Bridge Football Club, Yorkshire Air 
Ambulance and also Cancer Research UK. They strongly felt that these organisations would benefit 
from our support as they do so much to help so many people, be it in very different ways.

Throughout the week Sixth Form students will be raising awareness for these organisations and will also be running activi-
ties to help raise money to donate to them. We ask all pupils to do what they can to support these efforts by donating what 
they can or attending the events.

Events next week will be on at break times and lunch times and include:

· Penalty shootouts

· Sweets in a jar

· Dodgeball competition

· Sixth Form leg waxing

· Basketball challenge

· Cake stall

All these events will help to raise funds for these great causes. Thank you to all the Sixth Form students involved in the plan-
ning of these events and I look forward to seeing it all in action.

Mr J Hardie
Head of sixtH forM

SiXth ForM colleGe Mr Hardie Writes:
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Mrs s Geary
Head of incLUsion

We have a new display board in the Learning Support Area, commonly known as B8. It has been 
created by the Teaching Assistants and will be updated to provide information about charities 
and concerns associated with each month.

October is ADHD awareness month and aims to raise awareness and break down stigmas that surround the disorder. 

We have a number of pupils who have a diagnosis of ADD or ADHD at Woldgate School and we work hard to help them 
through their school day. All pupils respond to short, simple classroom rules and this is particularly the case with pupils who 
struggle to stay focussed. Our six-part lesson structure also helps these pupils to know what is expected in the lesson and that 
it will follow a clear format in all classes.

Often, ADHD is characterised by forgetfulness or disorganisation. We help pupils by providing them with a space to leave 
books, coats and equipment in B8 whilst talking through pupils’ timetables to help them to remember what they need for 
each lesson. Pupils are able to “check in” before school, at break and at lunchtime to make sure that they are organised for the 
next lessons.

We try to prepare for transitions and changes to routines, for example reminding them when there is a different plan for the 
day such as House Enrichment Days or Open Evening. The Teaching Assistants develop good relationships with parents and 
carers, too in order to communicate anything which might unsettle pupils or seem difficult to understand.

Above all, we try to be positive with all our pupils. Students with ADHD respond best to feedback that is immediate 
and we use positive praise to encourage pupils.

ADHD can be difficult to live with, however many people with ADHD have turned their unique challenges into well-
known successes, after all, how different life would be if Albert Einstein, Richard Branson and Whoopi Goldberg 
had not channelled their ADHD traits into something positive.

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder is a non-discriminatory disorder affecting people of every age, gender, IQ, religious 
and socio-economic background. Diagnosis is a complex process: a person must exhibit a large number of symptoms and 
demonstrate significant problems with daily life for a minimum of six months.

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College
92 Kilnwick Road
Pocklington
York
YO42 2LL

Tel: 01759 302395
Fax: 01759 306535
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Website: www.woldgate.net
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